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Hello everyone, and welcome to No-Budget DIY Marketing for Indie Games. My name is Michelle and I’ve been helping independent developers market their games for years. Over the next hour I’ll give you advice, tips, and a plan to market your game without spending any money and spending very little time. This presentation is intended for people who don’t have experience marketing a game and are looking for ways to do it themselves, so solo devs and small teams who are releasing their first game.



Hi, I’m Michelle.
Marketing/PR for 6 years

Senior Producer at Armor Games Studios
Worked on: Cozy Grove, Sail Forth, Baladins, 

others

she/her

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A bit about me before we get started so you know the information I’m giving is legit – I’ve been working in marketing and PR for over 6 years now, and specifically in indie games for the past three years. I previous did marketing at an indie games publisher where I worked on nearly a dozen games, and I’m currently a senior producer at indie games publisher Armor Games Studios. Over the years I’ve had the privilege to work on some truly incredible indie games like Cozy Grove, Sail Forth, the recently announced Baladins, and many more, and I’m excited to share my experience in indie games marketing with you.
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Overview

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This presentation is divided up into four sections that will break down marketing into a more easily approachable set of tasks that you can do yourself! �First, I’ll go over how to communicate the message of your game. It’s vital to be able to describe what your game is about in a few words, since most of marketing is trying to catch people’s attention as quickly and easily as possible. �Next, I’ll review social media and how to cultivate a following. I know there are as many different opinions on social media as there are people out there, but the one thing that we should all agree on is that it’s very important to use social media to get the word out about your game. �Then I’ll go into the meat of this talk – my hour a day marketing plan. This will break down marketing tasks into a schedule that takes one hour a day, five days a week. Marketing a game does not have to be a full time job. �And finally I’ll talk about marketing around your game’s launch and post launch, since marketing does not end once the game’s released.



YOUR MESSAGE
What is your game about?

01
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Presentation Notes
To start, let’s talk about developing your message. Without a clear message, you’ll have a hard time communicating what your game is about and that’s the most important part of marketing. The next few slides are going to show short descriptions of indie games (taken from their Steam page). Once I show them, I’ll let you take a moment to see if you can figure out what game the message is communicating.



Among Us

An online and local party game of teamwork 
and betrayal for 4-15 players...in space!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s the first game description:An online and local party game of teamwork and betrayal for 4-15 players…in space!�I’ll give you a few seconds to see if you can guess that game from this description…�Yep, this is Among Us. Nearly everyone knows about Among Us now, but what I love about this description is that it could very easily have been the description when the game first released in 2018 when it was a small indie game made by a small team. This description hits important points:�- What the style of gameplay is. By starting the description with “online and local party game” this is communicating that social play is the most important part of this game. The space setting, the types of characters, the art style – that’s not necessarily the point of the game. This game isn’t being marketed to space fans – it’s being marketed to fans of party games.�- “teamwork and betrayal” – With three words this communicates that this game is both a cooperative and a competitive game. It doesn’t have to say “like the party game Mafia” to communicate that. You don’t need to compare your game to other games to explain what it is, and in fact if you struggle to explain your game without making comparisons, you should work on solidifying what your game is to come up with a good description that doesn’t rely on the audience’s knowledge of another game.�- “for 4-15 players” – players know exactly how many people they need to play it, they won’t buy it thinking it’s a single- or two-player game and then get upset when it isn’t, and similarly they know they can play it with a larger group of people, again emphasizing the party aspect of the game.�- “in space!” – this hints at the setting, which is honestly enough to distinguish this description from other similar games. Players don’t need to know they’re playing as crewmates on a spaceship and they have to do tasks on the ship and figure out who the imposter is, etc. That information bogs down the clarity of this description. Among Us is first and foremost a party game and that’s what their messaging prioritizes. 



Alba: A Wildlife 
Adventure

Even the smallest person can make a big difference. Join Alba, as 
she sets out to save her beautiful island and its wildlife. And 

possibly start a revolution.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s the second game description:�Even the smallest person can make a big difference. Join Alba, as she sets out to save her beautiful island and its wildlife. And possibly start a revolution.�If you know this game, you already know what it is. Alba: A Wildlife Adventure�This short description tells you �1. It’s going to be a heartwarming story with a small protagonist who has a big heart�2. It gives you the name so it sticks in your mind. By including “Alba” in the short description, it personifies the main character and helps people remember the title of the game.�3. It tells you what the story is – Alba has to save her island and its wildlife, so you know it’s likely to be a heartwarming story focused on conservation and nature.�And 4. It gives you a taste of the tone of the game, with the slightly tongue in cheek with “and possibly start a revolution” at the end. This lets you know it’s not all going to be sweet and cozy, and it’ll grapple with deeper themes



Define Your Audience
Who do you think will play your game?
• People like you, hopefully
• People who like x genre
• People who like x mechanics
• People who like x story beats
• People who have interests or hobbies aligned 

with your game

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The first step to crafting your game’s message is to define your audience. It’s very important to make sure you know who will play your game. You can’t just assume that anyone who likes video games in general will like your specific game, so take some time to narrow down who you think is most likely to play your game. Hopefully it’s people like you, since you’re the one making it (please don’t make a game you don’t like). Your audience will also include people who like the genre of your game, people who like the mechanics of your game, and people who like the type of story you’re telling. You can also find your audience in people who have interests that align with your game. For example, if you’re making a game about lassoing horses, you can appeal to horse riders and fans of Western films. 



Write Your Pitch
“Verb in a noun while you verb.”

“Game name is a genre where you verb and verb.”

“Story details. Will you verb?”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The way you craft your game’s message is up to you, but I’ll give you a few good templates to start. Remember – figure out what the most important part of your game is to communicate to your defined audience and base your message around that. �For example, if you’re working on an action-focused game, you may want to use the first template here – verb in a noun while you verb. Say your game is a roller derby cowboy simulator where you need to protect your village from hordes of horses whose sole goal is to trample everything they see. You could say “Lasso evil horses in the Wild West while competing for the big roller derby title.” �Or if the game you’re making is capitalizing on a popular genre, you could use the template Game name is a gengre where you verb and verb. For example: “Horse Bandits is a roguelike shoot ‘em up where you shoot horseshoes and lassos at horses to stop them from stomping all over your crops.” If you’re making a game in a genre that has a particularly avid fanbase, it’s good to call out that genre as much as you can to attract those fans.�Or if you’re making a narrative-focused game, you could start the description with a brief bit of story detail, followed by a diegetic call to action, like, “The town of Horseberg used to be idyllic before the evil horses attacked and only one hero can save them. Will you take up the lasso?” This signals to players that the story is prioritized in the game, so fans of narrative-focused games will be interested.��It’s important to identify what your audience will find the most appealing about your game and to come up with a pitch that concisely explains why they should be interested. If you find yourself struggling to define your game simply, think back to when you first came up with the concept of the game and go from there. Did you excitedly call you friend and tell them about your “bullet hell with horses” game idea? Did you sketch a cowboy on a napkin with the name tag “hero of Horseberg”? That’s a good way to get to the core of your game – what it’s really about.



Bullet Points
Narrow down 6-7 features of your game

• Gameplay
• Story
• Art style
• Soundtrack

What makes these unique?

• Number of levels/worlds
• Multiplayer, online, etc.
• Length of campaign

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After you’ve figured out your short description, or your pitch, it’s important to solidify a list of bullet points that clearly communicate more of the important aspects of your game. This is useful to put on your Steam page, in your presskit, and to send to press and influencers when you’re reaching out. �Bullet points can include the following, depending on what’s relevant and important to your game: what is the gameplay / mechanics? What is the story? What’s the art style? What’s the soundtrack like? How many levels or worlds are there? Is it a multiplayer online game? What’s the length of the campaign? �It’s important to note that these bullets points should express the unique aspects of your game. If you’re making a fantasy RPG called Dwarves and Elves Go To War, you don’t need to include a bullet point about the fact that there are dwarves and elves going to war in the game. But you should include a bullet point about the rhythm minigame set to 80s disco music since that’s a unique aspect of the game that likely won’t be clear in the title or short description.



Shovel Knight
• Design, art, and audio hearken back to the days of 8-bit.
• Leap over gaps! Duel with foes! Uncover treasure! Find Secrets! Upgrade! 
• Multiple awesome soundtracks by Jake "Virt" Kaufman with additional songs by 

Manami Matsumae!
• Detailed, living background art and animation! Big, beautiful pixels!
• Balanced gameplay is a warm welcome to newcomers, and an old embrace for 

experts.
• A light touch to narrative with humor, levity, and heart.
• Challenge Mode - Up the ante in every imaginable way with over 100 full-featured 

challenges.
• Co-op! – Grab a friend and play through Shovel of Hope as a fully cooperative 

adventure! Or uncover Story Mode together in Showdown!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example of a good collection of bullet points - Shovel Knight does an excellent job representing what I’ve just walked through. It tells you: the style of game (8-bit), the mechanics (jumping, fighting, digging up treasure, exploring, upgrading), the soundtrack and composer – if someone is contributing to your game that is well-known for their work, you can call them out in the bullet points to get interest from fans of that person, the art style, a note that it’s accessible to everyone, a bit about the narrative, an explanation of a challenge mode for people who are interested in a more challenging title, and information about the co-op mode for people who want to play with their friends. �The bullet points don’t necessarily tell you what happens in the game or what the process of playing it is like, but they do lay out in an easily digestible way things that may hook potential players.



FOUNDATIONS 
OF FOLLOWINGS
How do people find your game?

02
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Presentation Notes
Now that you’ve crystallized the message of your game, it’s time to build a following. Or refine the one you already have.



How To Build a Following
• People follow people • Engage, engage, engage

• Cultivate a community • Be kind

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are four big things to remember when you’re building a community for your game. �First, people follow people not games. Now, I’m gonna contradict myself and say this is not always true. Huge games like Destiny 2 or Among Us or Cult of the Lamb may find followers because of the game. (It’s also important to note those communities have great community managers and marketing people.) But if you’re at this talk, I’m going to assume you don’t already have a following of hundreds of thousands and you’re looking for advice as to how to build up your community. In the small indie space, people tend to follow developers instead of games. �If you’re a fun and personable person to follow, you’ll be able to attract a community to you that’s interested in who you are and what you’re doing. Be genuine and true to who you are and the space you want to be in. If you’re a shitposter, keep doing that! If you like posting informative threads about various aspects of development, that’s a great way to share info about yourself and your game. �When you’re starting out it is incredibly important to engage with other people on whatever social media platform you’re using. No one is an island – support other devs, interact with your fans, show you care about people beyond them as potential consumers. This is how you cultivate a community - Your biggest fans will come from people you are the biggest fans of. They’re your best marketing tools (but don’t think of them as tools). �And most importantly, be kind. Keep your public criticisms of other games, other people, etc. to a minimum. You never know who’s going to see your posts, and you don’t want to create a following of haters. If you’re constantly engaging in drama or criticizing other people or games, the people following you are going to be people who enjoy consuming negative content and potentially producing negative content, which is not a good foundation of followers when you’re trying to market a game.



Where To Start
• Choose your social media platforms and set up 

accounts
• Set up a website and a presskit
• Set up your Steam page
• Set up a Discord
• Put up a demo

Presenter Notes
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Great, so you know how to build a following. But what are the practical steps you need to take to get started? I’m glad you asked. �If you’re starting from scratch, choose the social media platforms that best suit your online style and audience and set up accounts. I’ll go into more detail later about how to decide that. �Set up a website and a presskit. The website should contain information and links to everything – you want one central hub where people can go to get all the information they need about your game – what it is, a trailer, how to contact you, how to follow the game, when it’s coming out, what it’s releasing on, etc.. If you google “indie video game presskit” you’ll find some great tools to use. This is vital to provide information to press. You don’t ever want to be in a situation where a member of the press wants to cover your game but can only find outdated compressed screenshots or worse, nothing at all.�Set up your Steam page! Once you start building up followers, you need somewhere to direct them to wishlist your game. �Set up a Discord if you have the capacity to manage it. A Discord is not necessary but can be very important to keep your community in one place, to be able to interact with your fans directly, and provide dev updates in a chill way. �And put up a demo! This is also a great way to get people interested in your game. Don’t do this until you’re ready, of course, and be willing to hear and respond to feedback, but there are plenty of Steam fests you can put a demo up for, or you can get it up on Itch.io for people to try your game. The developers of the game Buddy Simulator 1984 started their community by putting a demo of their game up on itch. It’s a horror game, and one day Markiplier played it on stream while he was playing horror itch demos, and then Jacksepticeye picked it up. This helped them grow their community and get a big group of followers interested in the game.



Twitter
• What kind of account? Studio? Game? Personal?

• Remember - people follow people.

• Post about more than just your game!

• Hashtags? Eh.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now I’m going to go into the various social media platforms you can use to promote your game. To start, let’s talk about Twitter. I used to be a very strong proponent of using Twitter to engage with people and market your game, but in the past two years the site has fallen pretty far from grace, so while it is still important for networking, it’s not the most vital platform for marketing. If you decide to start a Twitter, you need to decide if you want a studio Twitter, a game Twitter, and/or a personal Twitter. �A personal Twitter is good for showing the person behind the game but it can be harder to separate your personal musings from important stuff about the game, so if you’re the kind of person who like to tweet every thought that pops into your head *points at self* it’ll be better for you to set up a separate account for your game.�If you’re working with a group of people, you should have either a studio Twitter or a game Twitter so fans can follow one account to get updates. It’s hard to cultivate a community if your updates are scattered across multiple different people’s Twitter accounts.�Remember- people follow people and even if you’re running a studio or game Twitter, followers still engage more when they know they’re engaging with a real person. Social media can feel disingenuous especially if you’re not used to it, but try to be fun, kind, and engaging. You don’t need to be corporate or stilted, you don’t need to speak in marketing speak all the time – you’re making a video game! You want tweets that people will enjoy reading and want to interact with. �Feel free to post about more than just your game! You can shitpost, you can post random thoughts, support your fellow indie devs. �And importantly, don’t overload your tweets with hashtags. They’re not the discovery tool you think they are, and really are only good for specific things like #screenshotsaturday or Twitter campaigns. 



Examples

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are a few examples of tweets from indie devs that have done really well. The first is from my friend who’s making a game called Olliefrog Toad Skater. You’ll notice a few things about this tweet – 1. it’s not a lot of text so people’s eyes won’t glaze over trying to read it. 2. it uses emoji to illustrate what the text is saying, which gives it a bit of flair, and 3. it uses just one hashtag – this can surface it in game dev communities without overloading the tweet. It also includes a very cool video that it the meat of the tweet (haha). The video shows off what the text says, it gets right into the action and stays in the action, and it shows how vibrant and fun the world is.Here’s another example of an indie game tweet that appeals a little more to the development side of Twitter. This is from the developer of the game Sail Forth, which I did some marketing and production work for. Note that the text of the tweet isn’t too technical or getting into the weeds. This’ll catch the eye of people who know what he’s talking about, who can read the rest of the Twitter thread. For people who aren’t into the technical side of development, the video does a good job visually representing what he’s saying. Gamers who don’t know much of development can still appreciate what the video is showing and getting a behind the scenes glimpse makes them more excited to play the game to see how it plays out in real time.



TikTok
• This is where to be.

• Have fun with it, follow trends.

• Can drive HUGE spikes in wishlists/interest.

• Expect to fail before you succeed. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Bolstered by the need to stay entertained and engaged through the pandemic, Tik Tok has emerged as the top runner for best social media to promo your game on – if you can hit the algorithm right. Now, this advice may very soon become irrelevant if TikTok gets banned in the US, but for now let’s act like it won’t.I’m not a Tik Tok expert and there are a few other talks here at GDC that will have more information than I about how best to create content for Tik Tok. Much of the same rules as Twitter apply here – don’t be too corporate, show your personality, have fun with it! Trends are important on TikTok, so make sure you take some time to understand the app before posting to it. Learn how to use trending sounds and hashtags. Tik Tok is hard to parse and you will likely fail quite a bit before getting a hit TikTok, but I really do think it is the biggest driver of interest and wishlist of all the social media platforms. TikTok is all about viral content – it’s a bit harder to cultivate a community through TikTok but it’s a great way to reach the masses – games that go viral on TikTok get noticed by journalists and streamers, and all it takes is one popular video to get traction. 



@onemoremultiverse    @mustard.soup         @landfallgames           @inkyfox_                         @anaopara

Presenter Notes
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Here are a few indie game TikTok accounts that have been wildly successful. I highly recommend you check them out to see what hits and what doesn’t. One More Multiverse is a great example of an account that uses being personable as a way to explain their game. The creator of the game Mail Time has found a lot of success showing her development process and posting clips of bugs. Landfall Games is a bigger studio but they’ve done a great job getting a huge following on TikTok. Inkyfox is the solo dev of the game Omno and you can see his videos have millions of views, which contributed significantly to the success of that game. Anastasia Opara is one of the creators of Tiny Glade, and you can see that first video has nearly 10 million views. She recently posted a great Twitter thread breaking down their TikTok strategy so definitely check that out if that’s something you’re interested in.Often the people running these accounts will post Twitter threads or blog posts explaining their process. There are plenty more examples out there, so do a little bit of research and chat with your friends to see what approach is best for you.



Discord
• A good Discord community can make an indie game.

• Your community is a reflection of your game and you.

• Chat with your fans!

• Give perks to people who are in your Discord.

Presenter Notes
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Like I said earlier, Discord can be a really good place to build a community as long as you have the energy and time to take care of it. A good Discord community can make an indie game. But remember, your community is a reflection of your game and you, so be sure to set rules and moderate to cultivate your community. Make sure you use your Discord as more than just a place to post devlogs. Chat with your fans! Talk about other games you’re playing, other hobbies you have, show off your art to each other. If you’re comfortable with it, you can set up monthly voice calls or dev streams to chat live with them. It’s good to give perks to people who are in your Discord- these are true fans of you and your game and you want them to feel special and appreciated. You can do game key giveaways, give them behind the scenes info, do polls to let your community make small decisions about your game (are the horse’s eyes blue or brown?)



Steam
• Set up your Steam page as soon as you can.

• Art doesn’t have to be final.

• Wishlists convert anywhere from 10-30% in first year.

• Use the Steam events feature!

Presenter Notes
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Okay, yes Steam is not a social media platform, but it is important to use (if you’re releasing your game on Steam). You want to set up your Steam page as soon as possible (unless you’re seeking a publisher, and even still most publishers are more likely to sign games that can show demonstrated interest via wishlists on Steam). You want to set up your page as soon as you have good art to use for the capsules and screenshots. You can change the art as many times are you want, so don’t worry if it’s not final. Use that message we came up with earlier as your short description and be sure to include your bullet points in the long description. Remember wishlists convert anywhere from 10-30% to sales in the first year, so make sure you’re accumulating the number of wishlists you want before launch. And use the Steam announcements feature to tell followers about your development process, any Steam events your game is in, when a new demo is up, etc. Short of the $100 you have to pay to put a game on Steam, it’s free marketing. The Discussions section of your community page on Steam is a great place to cultivate your community – players will ask questions and leave feedback there, and those are going to be the most excited and hardcore players for your game. Be responsive and kind and they’ll spread the word for you.



Word of Mouth
• Talk about your game IRL.

• Heck, tell strangers about it!

• Business cards, handouts, game build

Presenter Notes
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Now, this is not a social media platform. But word of mouth marketing cannot be underestimated. There’s going to be a portion of your players who aren’t chronically online, who don’t have Twitter accounts or TikToks, and who don’t check the Steam discovery queue every week to find games they’d like to play. Word of mouth marketing is nearly impossible to quantify, but it’s important to remember that no one will be talk about their game unless you’re also talking about your game. If there are people you regularly hang out with or interact with that don’t know you’re making a game, change that. You don’t need to be annoying about it, but keep your friends updated on what you’re working on. Making a game is cool! Your friends want to support you!Even strangers will support you if you’re friendly! If you take regular horseback riding lessons, it’d be a good idea to slip in a “hey, did you know I’m working on a video game about horses?” to your fellow riders as you’re saddling up your horses. I’ll give you a real life example, recently I stopped by a smoked salmon shop in Seattle to buy a gift for my dad, and I asked the cashier for some recommendations. We started chatted about the holidays, I told him I was flying home, he asked why I moved to Seattle, I told him for work, he asked what I did for work, and bam – now I’m telling him about the games I’m working on and he’s writing down the game titles on a notecard to look up when he gets home. The best part is, there were other people in the shop who could certainly hear me talking about the game, and they might also check it out when they get home.You should also make sure to have some sort of take home item about your game especially if you’re going to a conference like this one! This can be business cards or post cards with info about where to find your game. And shout out to the developers I met yesterday who pulled out a Steam Deck with a build of their game running on it to show me – that’s a super cool way to show bite sized bits of your game in action. You could also consider making a cool t-shirt with your game’s title and imagery on it – or even a cheesy “ask me about x” shirt to get people talking. You could consider making stickers to hand out to people who seem interested – make them cool enough to be attractive outside of the game but still include the game’s title / aesthetic. (But also, be kind to the environment! Don’t put stickers all over the world!)



Other Platforms
• Kickstarter is A LOT of work, but it gives you a built-in 

following and funding.

• Reddit is the wild west.

• Instagram, Facebook, Tumblr: meh.

• Cohost, Mastodon, Hive ???

Presenter Notes
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There are many other platforms out there you can use to build a following, and each has its pros and cons. Here’s a quick rundown of a few more. �Kickstarter is A LOT of work but it does give you a built in following and funding. You have to decide if you’re willing to sink the time and energy into running a Kickstarter. �Reddit is the wild west. I’ve seen indie games go viral on there successfully but it seems to be mostly dumb luck. If you’re already an avid Reddit user I’d recommend posting info about your game in the relevant subreddits, but if you’re not, I wouldn’t say it’s worth the time. �Instagram, Facebook, and Tumblr aren’t worth your time unless you already have a big following on them. If you have personal accounts on these platforms, it may be worth it to occasionally post dev updates so your family members know what you’re doing, but it’s up to you if that’s worth the energy.�In the wake of Twitter’s collapse, a lot of other social media sites have been popping up to take its place but I’ve yet to see one be good for the purposes of marketing an indie game.



HOUR A DAY 
MARKETING PLAN
What do you actually do?

03
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Now let’s get into the meat of it! Wait, have we been in the meat of it this whole time? Well this is the delicious gooey center of the meat pie that you’ve all been waiting for… I’m a vegetarian so sorry if this metaphor isn’t working. The hour a day marketing plan! This is a plan that I’ve invented that will take you one hour of work a day, five days a week, from now until you launch your game, that will make marketing much more manageable.



Hour A Day Marketing Plan

MON

Social 
Media

TUE

Press 
List

WED

Network
Festivals

THUR

Devlog
Steam 
Page

FRI

Content 
Creation

Presenter Notes
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Ta da! Here it is! I know, super exciting, right? I love fancy boxes with words in them.�So: the overview of this plan – you do social media on Monday, that’s posting and maintaining your Twitters and your TikToks and all the other great places you’ve stuck stakes in. On Tuesday you’re going to build out your press list. Til now I’ve talked mostly about building an audience, but it’s important to engage games press with your game as well. On Wednesday, you’ll work on networking and applying to festivals. Thursday is for writing up a devlog and working on your Steam page. And Friday is content creation – organizing your screenshots and videos and editing them for posting on various sites!



Monday
• Post and schedule posts!

• Engage with community

• Follow other people

Social Media

Presenter Notes
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So Monday! Garfield’s favorite day of the week. On Monday you’re going to schedule posts on your social media. For Twitter, you can schedule posts natively in the desktop version so write ‘em up and schedule ‘em during a time of day that makes sense (usually mid-day EST). Create a Tik Tok or two and save it to your drafts to post later in the week. Remember that visuals are the most important on any social media site, so include a pretty screenshot or fun gif. Talk to your community on social media day as well! You should be casually talking with them throughout the week, but Monday is the day to follow up on replies to your tweets, check your DMs, all that good stuff. And work on your own list of following – follow people you’re interested in, engage with their content. 



Tuesday
• Spreadsheets, baby.

• Big outlets and smaller streamers and niche sites.

• Make it easy to reach you!

Press List

Presenter Notes
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On Tuesday, you’re gonna work on your press list. This is gonna be a spreadsheet where you keep track of press people and influencers who would be interested in covering your game for major marketing beats – when you have a new trailer, when you announce a release date, when the game actually comes out, etc. Include the big people, the reviews editors at the major sites, etc., but don’t forget smaller streamers and niche games sites. I will continue to reiterate this – that’s where you’ll find your most ardent fans. Search tags on Twitch to find streamers who stream the kind of game you’re making. Go to the reviews section of games press websites and find a review for a game similar to yours and see who wrote it. You can even set up a Google form and post it where people can easily fill it out so you can get their information quickly. Do not make it hard for press to find and contact you. 



Press List Example
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Here’s an example of what your press list could look like – make sure to have the person’s name, email address, Twitter handle (if applicable), website (if they’re a streamer, what site they stream on, and if they’re press, what site they write for), a link to the website, what platforms they play games on, what region they live in so you send them emails at prime times for them, and any notes that could be helpful in your reach out to them.�It’s important to note that you should only use publicly available information. If a person doesn’t have their email address listed anywhere on any of their social media or websites, then they probably don’t want to be contacted via email. Use your best judgment, and don’t spam people.



Wednesday
• Join your local indie dev group.

• Make friends!

• Submit to upcoming festivals / awards shows

theindiehouses.org/festivals

Network / Festivals

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On Wednesday, you’re gonna do some networking and apply to game festivals. Especially if you’re making a game alone, you don’t want to isolate yourself from other devs. Join your local indie dev group if you have one in your city. Join Discords for indie devs working in the engine you’re working in. Find meetups, go to online conferences, talk with people about more than just your game! Make friends, is what I’m saying. Your friends will support you. And hey, you’re at GDC right now so you’re already doing this! Good job.�When you’ve met every single indie dev in the industry, or just when you’re feeling less social, apply to game festivals! Big and small festivals are happening all the time, and a lot of them are online and don’t require much in the way of content. Steam has a ton of demo fests, and there’s a great resource put out by the Indie Houses which is a collective of indie publishers that you can use to track events. Make sure that your game is at the right stage of development before you submit though! Being IGF nominated would be incredible, but don’t submit your game to IGF when it still have 3 years left of development. Some festivals focus on finished games, some on in-progress games. 



Thursday
• Devlogs don’t have to be long or unique. 

• Cross post to your website, Discord, link to it from Twitter.

• Steam maintenance – marketing copy, art updates, 

wishlists, analytics

Devlog / Steam

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thursday is for writing up a devlog and updating your Steam page. You don’t need to do a devlog every week (unless you love it) so this day can also be catch up on other things. Devlogs don’t have to be long or unique – just a little blog explaining the new content you’ve added to your game, bugs you’ve run into and how you’ve fixed them, and upcoming showcases and demos. Cross post this devlog to your website, your Discord, Steam, link to it from Twitter, maybe make a small video to put on Tik Tok.�For Steam maintenance – work on polishing the marketing copy for your Steam store page description, update your art if it needs updating, check your wishlist numbers, if you’re into analytics you can get into the Steam UTM links, make sure your tags are accurate, check the Discussions tab for your game’s page to see if anyone’s chatting about it.



Friday
• Take screenshots / videos throughout the week.

• Consolidate assets.

• Good job!

Content Creation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And on Friday, you’re going to create content to use during the rest of the week. Throughout the week as you work on developing your game, you’ll want to take screenshots and videos as you work. On Friday, take that content and organize it - make gifs, convert your 16:9 videos into 9:16 videos for Tik Tok, and consolidate your assets. Keep these organized in a nice folder so you can easily schedule them out on social media day. I like to do separate gif, screenshot, and video folders and then another folder called “Already Posted” that I move the asset to once I’ve posted it so I don’t double post. Schedule a Twitter post for #screenshotsaturday. Sometimes all you do this day is edit one Tik Tok video, and that’s great. That’s a lot of effort. Good job. I’m proud of you.



Hour A Day Marketing Plan

MON

Social 
Media

TUE

Press 
List

WED

Network
Festivals

THUR

Devlog
Steam 
Page

FRI

Content 
Creation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So there it is. Five hours a week to market your game. Now, if you’re thinking “five hours is still a lot of time to spend on marketing a game” – fair! If you’re making your game in your free time, spending a whole hour on marketing a day may seem absurd. To that I say – spend as much time as feels comfortable to you! You don’t have to do devlogs. You can smush days together, or shorten it to 30 minutes a day. Whatever works for you. The important thing is getting your game out there, so however you can make it manageable to you is the best way to do it. One tweet a week is better than no tweets a week.



LAUNCH AND 
POST LAUNCH
How do you bring it all home?

04

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once you’ve been marketing your game, building your press list, posting devlogs, and finishing your game, what now? Well, the marketing doesn’t stop once you launch your game!



Marketing Beats
• Game announcement.

• Launch time frame announcement. 

• Demo and/or festivals.

• Exact launch date announcement

• Launch day!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’m going to take a second and go over the important marketing beats you should be reaching out to press and posting everywhere for. �The obvious first one is your game announcement. If you haven’t done this already, make sure when you put your Steam page up and release your trailer, you’re also letting everyone know you’re making a game! �The next big beat will be when you announce your launch time frame. Now this can get a little tricky – you can choose to announce your launch time frame at the same time as your game announcement, or you can hold off until you have a solid date locked in, but if it looks like it’s going to be a year before you have another marketing beat, feel free to release an updated trailer with a “coming Q3 2024” end slate. �Then you’ll want to reach out when you have a new demo up or when you’re going to be featured in big festivals. Because there are smaller festivals happening all the time, you want to make sure to only reach out to press for the big ones – things like PAX or the MIX or Day of the Devs or Indiecade. �And when you have a solidified launch date announcement, that’s when you want to start reaching out for coverage interest. You want to announce your release date no more than a few months in advance – too early and people will forget about it. Around the same time, you’ll want to start providing review keys to press. Make sure you give them plenty of time to review your game. �And finally, launch day!



Launch Day
• Post everywhere.

• Send to your press and content creators list.

• Don’t be afraid to ask for reviews!

• Launch with a launch discount.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Launch day will be your biggest day in terms of marketing and, very likely, in terms of sales. On your launch, post everywhere. Post on your Facebook account that you haven’t used in years. Dig up your Tumblr password and post there. Print out a flyer and hang it up in the town square. The hardest part of marketing is getting people to hear about your game, so make sure everyone can hear about it. You’re also going to want to send emails to your press and content creators list. This email should be relatively brief, it should be clear what your message is – the subject line something like “Roguelite horse FPS Gunhorse releases today!” and in the body of the email, include your short description, your bullet points, a link to the Steam page, a link to your presskit, your press release, a nice small size gif or screenshot, and a Steam key. You don’t want to create an extra step by making the press and influencers ask you for a key. �Don’t be afraid to ask for Steam reviews! They’re suuuuper important for getting your game traction on Steam. Now, Steam discourages you from explicitly asking for positive reviews in the game, but reach out to your friends, your Discord, your followers, etc. and very politely explain that you’d love to hear their feedback in the form of a Steam review.�Launch with a launch discount. This is standard practice nowadays, so make sure you’ve locked in your launch discount at least two weeks before your launch date on Steam.



Press Release
• Write a press release for your launch.

• Get 6-10 nice screenshots, including key art.

• Send press release and screenshots to gamespress.com.

• Include a way to contact you.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A press release can be a good way to get the attention of press who may not otherwise see your game. I won’t go into details as to how to write a press release – it involves a good bit of formatting, so be sure to Google examples if you haven’t written one before. Once you have the press release, save it as a .txt, get 6-10 nice screenshots including your key art with and without the game title on it, and go to gamespress.com to see how to send it to them. They’ll ingest the release and post it on their website, which games journalists have access to and can use to see games news. Include a way to contact you in the release – make a press@ email address so you don’t get spammed at your personal email address.



Measuring Success
• Set realistic expectations.

• Success doesn’t has to be measured numerically.

• What matters to you?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So you’ve done a bunch of marketing work and you’ve launched your game! Hooray! But you’re not sure how to tell if your marketing has been successful. Well, measuring success is a tricky business and, if you want to get into analytics and click through rates and KPIs, this is not the talk for you. But assuming you’re a small dev who already has limited time to focus on marketing, here are some great ways to measure your success. First of all, set realistic expectations, and goals that will make you feel good. Everyone wants to be the next Stardew Valley or Vampire Survivors, but realistically the large majority of indie games only make a few thousands $ in sales on Steam. Knowing that, success could look like getting 10 reviews on launch day, or posting a tweet that gets 100 likes, or getting 200 subscribers to your Discord. Or you don’t have to think in numbers. It could be a friend telling you that they’re so proud of the game you made. Maybe your favorite small streamer compliments the lasso mechanic in your game. Or maybe you get your first purchase of a game in another country. Identify the success that matters to you, the things that will make you feel good, and use those as barometers. Do not base your game’s success on any other game’s measure. Comparing yourself to others will only bring you down.



Post Launch
• Be proud of what you made! 

• Discount planning.

• Updates / patch notes.

• Continue to submit to festivals and Steam events.

• Keep your fans engaged for your next game!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So you’ve launched your game, you’ve had some successful (and not so successful) marketing beats. What do you do now? How do you keep the conversation going? �First things first. Be proud of what you made! Making a game is incredibly difficult and to do that and release it is a very impressive task. �If you’re not thrilled with your sales, remember that most people buy games when they’re discounted. You can discount your game every 4 weeks on Steam, and if you’d like a boost to your sales, it’s a good way to get that. Make sure to at least include your game in the big seasonal Steam sales. �Continue to engage with your community and make sure to address any bugs or issues that come up in a reasonable amount of time. If people see that a game is continuously being worked on, they’re more likely to get it. If there’s a feature that you just didn’t have time to do before you released your game, now’s the time to add it! New content, updates, and DLC are all good post-launch marketing beats and can drive more people to play your game. People can only hear about your game if you’re talking about it, and some people might not hear about it until months after it comes out. Remember – you can announce your game as many times as you want. In a month or two, throw up another tweet that’s like “My horse shampooing game is out now!” with an embedded trailer. You never know what’s going to hit the right people. �And continue to seek out and submit to festivals and Steam events. Some festivals prefer finished games (like IGF or Indiecade) so you can now submit your game to those, and there are always Steam events happening – check in with your fellow devs to know when genre-specific or content-focused events are happening, like wholesome games or Paperverse. �And keep your fans engaged for your next game! Keep chatting with them and let them know your plans ahead of time. These are the people who are most likely to spread the word when you start working on another game, so don’t forget about them.



Anything Can Be 
A Marketing Beat!

• Localize your game! 

• Post a new trailer.

• Release on another platform.

• Find non-games related 
connections.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Anything can be a marketing beat! If you see a lot of interest for your game in a certain region, find a localizer to translate your game and release it – that’s a marketing beat! If you feel like your launch trailer was a bit lackluster, cut a new one or hire a trailer maker and re-announce your game with the new trailer. If you really feel up to a challenge, you can release your game on another platform. The PC store fronts are the easiest – Epic, GOG, etc., but you can also focus on mobile or console. Just make sure you know what you’re getting into, and consider talking to a publisher or other devs who have self-published on console before diving in. You can also look for non-games releated connections! When I worked on Space Otter Charlie, a game about sea otters in space, we reached out to the Monterey Bay Aquarium who has a Twitch channel (usually for livestreaming animals) and they streamed the game for a few hours. It was a great way to make a connection to a non-games group with a wide audience.



Relevant GDC Talks 
Independent Games Summit: Indie Soapbox

Independent Games Summit: 'Unpacking' Fan Expectations and Driving Engagement Post-
Launch

Collaborative Curiosity: Crafting the Pre-Release Community for 'TUNIC’

Validate, Hype, Release: A Strategic Approach To Reduce Your Next Game's Risk to Flop

Growing an Internet Cult: 'Cult of the Lamb's' Social Strategy

So You've Made a Video Game, Now What? Promoting Your Game in the Modern 
Marketplace Roundtable

The Golden Rule of Game Promotion: No One Cares About Your Game

What Is Normal? Real-World Numbers from Hundreds of Indies Marketing Their Games

Finding Your Voice on TikTok

How a Three-Eyed Horse Changed Meme Marketing Forever

Planning Marketing Beats that Increase Wishlists and Won't Disrupt Development

today, 5:30 pm

Tuesday, 1:20 pm

Wednesday, 10:30 am

Wednesday, 5:00 pm

Thursday, 11:30 am

Thursday, 2:00 pm

Thursday, 2:00 pm

Thursday, 2:00 pm

Thursday, 3:00 pm

Friday, 11:30 am

Friday, 3:00 pm

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s a quick rundown of good talks to check out if you’re interested in indie marketing! I’ll let you take a picture of this slide to keep. The Indie Soapbox will have talks from Paige and Nick of Aggro Crab – Paige is the community manager – they’ve done great work marketing their next game on Tik Tok. Remember these will all be on the GDC vault as well so don’t feel like you have to go to every single one (especially those three on Thursday that are all at the same time). You’re at GDC, use this time to make connections and tell people about your game!



No-Budget DIY Marketing 
for Indie Games
Michelle Lega
Senior Producer, Armor Games Studios
Twitter: @michelle_lega

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you so much for coming to my talk. I hope you now have a better understanding of how to market your indie game by yourself without a budget. If you’d like to follow up on anything, feel free to DM me on Twitter – I’m always happy to answer questions. Thank you!
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